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Choice is 
part of  
the future

Buyers are 
discerning
Buyers chose their 
apartment because it was  
the right size, it was airey  
and light and well designed.

They liked the large  
balconies, sense of safety  
and great views.

They enjoyed having the pool 
and gym, liked the security 
and their neighbours.

They in particular liked  
the location of their 
apartment (49%).

The WA apartment Advocacy (WAAA) was 
formed by Samantha Reece to activate 
Western Australians who support 
apartments as a housing choice. 

Samantha understood, from her many 
years in community consultation, that 
there was a group of people in WA who  
chose apartments as their preferred 
home and who also loved this choice.

Samantha therefore set up the WAAA to 
give these residents a voice about what 
they would like to see in the future with 
regards to apartment living.

A survey was released online in January 
2017 and by February 2017 – 359 
respondents had completed the survey. 
The only criteria was that they had to 
own or live in an apartment.

This was the first time that research 
of this nature was undertaken with WA 
apartment livers/owners.

Of the 359 respondents, 155 were owner 
occupiers and hence this is a snapshot 
of some of the 2017 survey results. 
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Next time
There has been a definite recognition from 
the industry that baby boomers, when they 
are trading their traditional home for an 
apartment, are in fact not down sizing but 
rather right sizing and as can be seen from 
the research, many are upstyling as well.

They have many locations that they would 
like to buy an apartment, but they also are 
seeking new and modern designs – and that 
is the key point.

Overall there is a very high level of 
satisfaction with apartment living, however 
when purchasing their next apartment 
– 53% of buyers would purchase three 
bedroom and 33% two bedroom.

How to find 
out more
If you would like to review the full owner/
occupier report or that of the renters and 
investors than contact Samantha Reece at 
sam@waaa.net.au or www.waaa.net.au. 


